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1 Specific Aims

Electric and magnetic fields interpenetrate and surround the human brain, instantaneously reflecting changes in
neural activity. Because these fields are measurable at and above the scalp, and because of their high temporal
resolution, measuring these fields is an attractive option for gaining insight into the brain. In contrast, imaging
methods such as fMRI, while spatially precise, do not faithfully reflect transient neural activity with temporal pre-
cision. Non-invasively measuring the electric and magnetic fields of the brain are known as electroencephalography
(EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG), respectively.

While EEG and MEG are temporally precise, using electric and magnetic fields to spatially investigate the
depths of the brain presents a challenge. Namely, finding the location of electric currents in the brain (and, thus,
the location of neural activity) requires solving what is known as the “inverse problem” which, in principle, has
an infinite number of solutions.

The key to limiting the solution space of the inverse problem is through making assumptions that constrain
the possible configurations of originating charge and current. Field measurements and assumptions about neural
activity are incorporated into source localization algorithms which then estimate neural activity.

While source localization algorithms are powerful tools, they can only incrementally overcome the ill-posed
nature of the inverse problem. First, careful assumptions about the brain, while critical to arriving at a solution,
are partial, sometimes subjective, and even contentious. Second, more fundamentally, EEG and MEG are limited
by various biophysical realities. The complexities of the brain and the limitations of EEG and MEG mean we
should be necessarily cautious about conclusions drawn from source localization algorithms. But, the opportunity
remains to qualify this caution and explore how EEG and MEG complement each other as computational inputs
for source localization.

The best way to evaluate a source localization algorithms is to record scalp measurements while simultaneously
measuring activity in the depths of brain. Then, the scalp measurements can be used in the source localization
algorithm to create an estimate of neural activity. Finally, this estimate can be compared to the actual depth
measurements. Of note, only a small number of studies have implemented this technique. Drug-refractory epileptic
patients provide a unique opportunity for research in that they often undergo implantation of depth electrodes
to measure seizure activity before resection of epileptic tissue. Insulated, non-ferromagnetic depth electrodes can
be used to take spatiotemporally precise measurements deep in the brain while simultaneously recording EEG or
MEG signals at the scalp.

Simultaneously recording from depth electrodes and the scalp provides a unified database with which to
empirically compare multiple source localization algorithms and recording modalities in a controlled way. Here
we propose a template for evaluating source-localization algorithms under realistic conditions. For simplicity’s
sake, we present testing of a single source localization algorithm with a single cognitive/behavioral task, but this
approach is easily extended to multiple algorithms and multiple experimental tasks. This research will help to
qualify under what conditions non-invasive source localization algorithms are appropriate, potentially leading to
1) more accurate conclusions in research on healthy subjects and 2) improved patient outcomes due to enhanced
imaging. Specifically, we propose three Aims:

1. We will simultaneously record intracranial and scalp EEG measurements during a cognitive task, and then
use the scalp EEG measurements as input to a source localization algorithm. The output of the algorithm
will be evaluated against the intracranial EEG measurements.

2. We will repeat Aim 1, replacing scalp EEG measurements with MEG measurements, recording intracranial
EEG and MEG simultaneously. Similar to Aim 1, we will use the MEG measurements as input to the same
source localization algorithm. The output of the algorithm will be evaluated against the intracranial EEG
measurements. The performance of the algorithm in Aims 1 and 2 will be compared.

3. We will repeat Aim 1 a third time. This time we will simultaneously record intracranial EEG, scalp EEG,
and MEG. We will use a mutual information minimization algorithm to synergistically combine the scalp
EEG and MEG measurements. The scalp EEG/MEG fusion measurements will be used as input to the same
source localization algorithm. The performance of the algorithm in Aims 1, 2, and 3 will be compared.
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2 Background and Significance

Electric and magnetic fields interpenetrate and surround the human brain, instantaneously reflecting changes in
neural activity. Because these fields are measurable at and above the scalp, and because of their high temporal
resolution, measuring these fields is an attractive option for gaining insight into the brain. In contrast, imaging
methods such as fMRI, while spatially precise, do not faithfully reflect transient neural activity with temporal pre-
cision. Non-invasively measuring the electric and magnetic fields of the brain are known as electroencephalography
(EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG), respectively.

While EEG and MEG are temporally precise, using electric and magnetic fields to spatially investigate the
depths of the brain presents a challenge. Namely, finding the location of electric currents in the brain (and,
thus, the location of neural activity) requires solving what is known as the “inverse problem.” As opposed to
the “forward problem,” which involves using known charge and current locations to calculate fields some distance
away, the inverse problem involves using field measurements to calculate the unknown location of the charge
and current. The forward problem has a unique solution, but the inverse problem, in principal, has an infinite
number of solutions. In other words, given a set of field measurements, an infinite number of charge and current
configurations can produce that exact set of measurements. The ill-posed nature of the inverse problem, while
daunting in principle, is not so bleak in practice.

The key to limiting the solution space of the inverse problem is through making assumptions that constrain the
possible configurations of originating charge and current. One approach involves utilizing general principles about
the nature of neural activity, and another approach uses functional and structural information (e.g., personalized
fMRI data) to a priori constrain the number, location, or orientation of active sources at a given time. Field
measurements and assumptions about neural activity are incorporated into source localization algorithms which
then estimate neural activity.

These algorithms can be classified into two main categories: non-parametric and parametric. Non-parametric
algorithms are those that use general principles and do not make a priori assumptions about the location of neural
activity. Because of this, these algorithms provide a relatively lower-resolution, “distributed field,” image of activity
throughout the entire brain. Parametric algorithms involve initial choices and, in contrast to a distributed field,
compute one or more “equivalent current dipoles” which are point-like estimations of the most prominent regions
of neural activity.
Non-parametric Algorithms and Biophysical Assumptions. Non-parametric algorithms depend on gen-
eral assumptions about the brain and make no explicit attempt to localize individual dipole sources. One as-
sumption these models tend to share is that the strongest intracellular currents are produced by radially aligned
pyramidal neurons, which yields a class of linear solutions [11]. A classic example of this approach is Low Reso-
lution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) [34]. LORETA gives a smoothly varying solution by making the
assumption of strong synchronization between adjacent neurons. Other examples include, Minimum Norm Esti-
mates (MNE) which find a solution of minimum power [34], and Weighted Minimum Norm Estimates (WNME),
such as Variable Resolution Electrical Tomography (VARETA) [2]. VARETA and other WMNE solutions correct
for MNEs’ favoring of surface sources [11]. As a final example, Standardized Low Resolution Brain Electromag-
netic Tomography (sLORETA), utilizes the variance of the Minimum Norm Estimate, assuming this variance is
from changing neural activity measurement error [33].
Spatiotemporal Variation in Non-Parametric Algorithms. Some non-parametric algorithms are “instan-
taneous” in that these algorithms compute a solution in isolation at each point in time. (Of course, these solutions
can still be averaged or smoothed.) More sophisticated non-parametric algorithms take into account information
provided by signal strength changing in time and space. Standardized Shrinking LORETA-FOCUSS (SSLOFO) is
an example of this approach [9]. Finally, a growing group of spatiotemporal solutions borrows from control theory
and econometrics, using tools such as the Kalman filter [8].
Parametric Algorithms. In contrast to non-parametric algorithms which estimate activity throughout the
brain, parametric algorithms attempt to fit a smaller set of equivalent field sources which are chosen beforehand.
Parametric algorithms are also called Equivalent Current Dipole Methods, Concentrated Source, or Spatiotem-
poral Dipole Fit Models. Like the non-parametric algorithms, some of these algorithms make an isolated set of
calculations at each time point, and others take into account changes in time. The number of dipoles chosen can
range from a single source to up to ten or more, and various attributes of the dipoles can be parameterized or
allowed to vary, such as location and orientation. There are a variety of methods and philosophies for making the
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initial dipole estimates [11].
Fitting Parametric Algorithms. In parametric algorithms, once initial assumptions have been made, the next
step is a fitting, minimization, or optimization problem to match the field measurements. There are a variety of
algorithms to perform this task, some of them quite general and borrowed from other fields. Methods include Non-
Linear Least Squares, Brain Electric Source Analysis (BESA), subspace techniques (which involve pre-processing
steps) such as the Multiple-Signal Classification Algorithm (MUSIC) [29], First Principle Vectors (FINES) [43],
Simulated Annealing [26], neural network approaches [36], and genetic algorithm approaches [24].
MEG Algorithms. Several methods, while still applicable to EEG in principle, were developed with MEG in
mind. Examples are Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS) and Synthetic Aperture Magnetometry (SAM)
[12, 42]. These methods involve spatial filtering and are typically focused on localizing spatiotemporal activity in
the cortex. Beamforming approaches are a related class of methods that can potentially image the entire brain
without making a priori assumptions about the location of sources [41]. The accuracy of beamforming approaches
can be limited by sources that are correlated in time, though this isn’t necessarily an issue in practice.
Assumptions Revisited. As hinted at above, while source localization algorithms are powerful tools, they
can only incrementally overcome the ill-posed nature of the inverse problem. Careful assumptions about the
brain, while critical to arriving at a solution, are partial, sometimes subjective, and even contentious. Of course,
the correctness of a solution is completely dependent on the correctness of the assumptions the went into the
calculation. Performance of a chosen algorithm will vary depending on whether sources are diffuse or clustered,
but, for many applications, it is not possible to know the nature of the sources in advance. Here are a few examples:
MUSIC will give better performance than LORETA when sources are close together or more focal [11]. On the
other hand, LORETA gives overall good performance amongst a variety of non-parametric algorithms. sLORETA
is better than LORETA when there is a single prominent source. Parametric models depend critically on the initial
choices that are made for dipole number and orientation. Importantly, the vast majority of algorithm comparisons
are made using computer simulations and head phantoms, with few sources, simulated noise, or even no noise.
This is an impoverished situation compared to real brain activity.
Previous work and Simultaneous Recording. The best way to evaluate a source localization algorithm would
be to record scalp measurements while simultaneously measuring activity in the depths of brain. Then, the scalp
measurements could be used in the source localization algorithm to create an estimate of neural activity. Finally,
this estimate would then be compared to the actual depth measurements. Interestingly, only a small number of
studies have done just that. As discussed above, there are few ways to measure activity deep in the brain. The
fMRI BOLD signal is one option, but it does not necessarily correlate with transient neural activity, and it lacks the
temporal precision to validate the instantaneous nature of EEG and MEG that make EEG and MEG so attractive
in the first place. Previous work has found suggestive evidence of correlations between activity at depth electrode
recording sites and activity measured from the scalp. One study applied the EPIFOCUS algorithm using limited
scalp EEG data and compared the output against intracranial recordings [18]. This study demonstrated significant
sublobar (subtemporal vs lateral temporal) discrimination accuracy. Other studies compared intracranial EEG
seizure spike activity to scalp EEG localization estimations with mixed results [25, 44]. A few more qualitative
examples of simultaneous intracranial and scalp EEG recording can be found in the literature [19, 32].

Drug-refractory epileptic patients provide a unique opportunity in that they often undergo implantation of
depth electrodes to measure seizure activity before resection of epileptic tissue. Insulated, non-ferromagnetic
depth electrodes can be used to take spatiotemporally precise measurements deep in the brain while simulta-
neously recording EEG or MEG signals at the scalp. Indeed, although 1) epileptic patients are, by definition,
neurologically abnormal; 2) simultaneous depth and surface recordings are expensive and technically difficult; and
3) depth electrodes sample a relatively small population of neurons, depth electrodes are, in fact, the only “ground
truth” measurement with which to empirically evaluate the efficacy of (ironically) non-invasive source localization
algorithms.

Simultaneously recording from depth electrodes and the scalp provides a unified database with which to
empirically compare multiple source localization algorithms and recording modalities in a controlled way. Here
we propose a template for empirically evaluating source-localization algorithms under realistic conditions. For
simplicity’s sake, we present testing of a single source localization algorithm with a single cognitive/behavioral
task, but this approach is easily extended to multiple algorithms and multiple experimental tasks. This research
will help to qualify under what conditions non-invasive source localization algorithms are appropriate, potentially
leading to 1) more accurate conclusions in research on healthy subjects and 2) improved patient outcomes due to
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enhanced imaging. Specifically, we propose three Aims:

1. Scalp EEG and Intracranial EEG We will simultaneously record intracranial and scalp EEG measurements
during a cognitive task, and then use the scalp EEG measurements as input to a source localization algorithm.
The output of the algorithm will be evaluated against the intracranial EEG measurements.

2. MEG and Intracranial EEG. We will repeat Aim 1, replacing scalp EEG measurements with MEG
measurements, recording intracranial EEG and MEG simultaneously. Similar to Aim 1, we will use the
MEG measurements as input to the same source localization algorithm. The output of the algorithm will
be evaluated against the intracranial EEG measurements. The performance of the algorithm in Aims 1 and
2 will be compared.

3. Scalp EEG, MEG, and Intracranial EEG. We will repeat Aim 1 a third time. This time we will simul-
taneously record intracranial EEG, scalp EEG, and MEG. We will use a mutual information minimization
algorithm to synergistically combine the scalp EEG and MEG measurements. The scalp EEG/MEG fusion
measurements will be used as input to the same source localization algorithm. The performance of the
algorithm in Aims 1, 2, and 3 will be compared.

3 Research Design and Methods

Overview

Simultaneously recording from depth electrodes and the scalp provides a unified database with which to compare
multiple source localization algorithms and recording modalities in a controlled way. Here, we test a single source
localization algorithm with a single cognitive/behavioral task.

We will simultaneously record intracranial EEG and noninvasive measurements during a free recall behavioral
task. We will analyze the intracranial EEG recording for evidence of the subsequent memory effect (SME). The
subsequent memory effect is used here to identify cognitive “events of interest,” to focus our analysis and to
evaluate the use of source localization in a research setting. The noninvasive recording is used as input to the
SSLOFO source localization algorithm. The output of the algorithm will be evaluated against the intracranial
EEG measurements, with particular attention to epochs and recording sites demonstrating the subsequent memory
effect. These steps will be repeated for three noninvasive recording modalities: scalp EEG, MEG, and scalp EEG
and MEG together. The performance of SSLOFO will be compared when different modalities are used as inputs.

3.1 Aim 1: Simultaneous Intracranial EEG and Scalp EEG

In this Aim, we will simultaneously record intracranial EEG and scalp EEG during a free recall behavioral task. We
will analyze the intracranial EEG recording for evidence of the subsequent memory effect (SME). The subsequent
memory effect is used here to identify cognitive “events of interest,” to focus our analysis and to evaluate the
use of source localization in a research setting. The scalp EEG recording is used as input to the SSLOFO source
localization algorithm. The output of the algorithm will be evaluated against the intracranial EEG measurements,
with particular attention to epochs and recording sites demonstrating the subsequent memory effect. In the
subsequent two Aims, we will compare the performance of SSLOFO with the results found in this Aim.

3.1.1 Hypothesis

We expect there will be a significant correlation between SSLOFO estimates and actual recording site activity as
measured by the depth electrodes. Further, we expect that an SME analysis of SSLOFO estimates at at least a
portion of recording sites will correctly classify epochs into “SME-epochs” and “non-SME-epochs” at significance
levels above chance. Finally, we expect that source localization will be more accurate closer to the scalp. (Further
hypotheses regarding EEG as compared to MEG will be discussed in the next Aim.)
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3.1.2 Rationale

Previous work and Simultaneous Recording. Previous work has found suggestive evidence of correlations
between activity at depth electrode recording sites and activity measured from the scalp. One study applied the
EPIFOCUS algorithm using limited scalp EEG data and compared the output against intracranial recordings [18].
This study demonstrated significant sublobar (subtemporal vs lateral temporal) discrimination accuracy. Other
studies compared intracranial EEG seizure spike activity to scalp EEG localization estimations with mixed results
[25, 44]. A few more qualitative examples of simultaneous intracranial and scalp EEG recording can be found in
the literature [19, 32].

Figure 1: Localization Error. In this simulation, SSLOFO
has minimal localization error. (Adopted from Liu et al.
(2005).)

Free Recall and the Subsequent Memory Effect.
We will perform a portion of our analysis on study tri-
als in a word free recall task that show the subsequent
memory effect. In the free recall task, recordings are
made while words are being studied. During recall,
some words are successfully recalled by the participant
and some are not. If a feature of the signal recorded
during study can be used to group successful versus
unsuccessful recalls, then this feature is an example of
a subsequent memory effect. The subsequent memory
effect has been demonstrated using intracranial record-
ings in a free recall task and other tasks [23, 39, 40,
6]. Sederberg et al. (2007) finds a subsequent memory
effect in the gamma band for intracranial electrodes in
the hippocampus and the left temporal and frontal cor-
tices in a free recall task. The subsequent memory ef-
fect is a well-defined, cognitive “event-of-interest” that
occurs within range of intracranial electrodes. Thus,
verbal free recall will be our task of choice in this and
subsequent Aims. We will use this“ground truth” neu-
ral activity to evaluate SSLOFO.

Figure 2: Correlation Coefficiant. The estimated wave-
form generated by SSLOFO at each simulated source location
correlates well with the simulated source voltage. (Adopted
from Liu et al. (2005).)

Source Localization Algorithm. We will use the
Standardized Shrinking LORETA-FOCUSS (SSLOFO)
algorithm for source localization [21]. SSLOFO is a
source localization algorithm that combines the ben-
efits of several algorithms, including WMNE [13],
sLORETA [33], and FOCUSS [9]. Weighted Minimum
Norm (WMNE) methods are a class of linear meth-
ods using a weighting matrix that give low-resolution
estimation of activity throughout the brain. Standard-
ized LORETA (sLORETA) uses a normalization tech-
nique to smooth WMNE estimations. Focal Under-
determined System Solver (FOCUSS) is a WMNE al-
gorithm that recursively adjusts the weighting matrix
until most of the elements are close to zero. Broadly
speaking, sLORETA has a tendency for solutions to
be too low-resolution, and FOCUSS has a tendency for
solutions to be too focal. And, broadly speaking once
again, SSLOFO can be thought of as balance between
these two extremes. SSLOFO factors in temporal in-
formation and is able to generate a continuous voltage
waveform at each discrete three-dimensional point of

the reconstructed brain activity. (See Fig. 1-4 for quantitative and qualitative comparisons with other algo-
rithms.).
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3.1.3 Experimental Approach

Participants and Behavioral Methods. Our behavioral experiment will closely follow Sederberg et al. (2007)
which performs a SME analysis of verbal free recall. Briefly, participants will be drug-refractory epilepsy patients
who have had depth electrodes surgically implanted to localize seizures prior to surgery. Participants will study
word lists of 20 common nouns via computer controlled presentation, which will be followed by distractor arithmetic
problems for approximately 18 s. The interstimulus interval between words will be a blank screen for 800-1200
ms (jittered to de-correlate physiological response from word presentation). After the distractor, subjects will be
given 45 s to vocally recall list items in any order which will be recorded for later analysis.
Intracranial EEG and Scalp EEG recordings. Intracranial and scalp EEG recordings will be sampled at at
least 200 Hz, depending on the amplifier, and band-passed and notch filtered to remove power and equipment
noise. Word presentation events will checked for artifacts. Intracranial electrode coordinates will be converted to
Talairach coordinates.

3.1.4 Data Analysis

Evaluating SSLOFO: Linear Correlation. After the behavioral data has been collected for multiple partici-
pants, we will have a collection of recorded epochs at particular intracranial recording sites. The next step is to
test how well SSLOFO can estimate the raw voltage waveforms at each recording site. To do this, we determine the
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between the actual recorded voltage at each electrode compared to
SSLOFO’s reconstructed waveform at the nearest discrete estimation point. Next, we use a permutation procedure
and a rank sum test to determine whether this correlation is significantly different from zero. If we find significant
correlation between recorded and estimated values, we move on to the next step involving the subsequent memory
effect.
Evaluating SSLOFO: Recovering SME. We first analyze the intracranial data to detect SME epochs, follow-
ing Sederberg et al. (2007):

We used the Morlet wavelet transform (with wave number of 6) to compute the spectral power as a
function of time for all our [intracranial EEG] signals. Frequencies were sampled logarithmically at 41
intervals between 2 and 64 Hz. The wavelet power was calculated from 500 to 2000 ms around the
onset of each presentation event, with an additional 1-s window on either side to avoid edge artifacts.
The power was then Z-transformed with the mean and standard deviation of the signal during the
orienting stimuli before all the lists as a baseline. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was then used to compare
recalled items with items that were not recalled based on the mean of the Z-transformed wavelet power
during either the early (0-1000 ms after presentation onset) or the late portion of the encoding period
(1000-2000 ms after presentation onset). This comparison was made separately for each electrode and
at each frequency.

We used a permutation procedure to generate an unbiased empirical estimate of the Type I error rate
[40]. First we generated 1000 random samples of the experimental data by randomly swapping items
designated as recalled and not recalled for each subject. Next, we performed the Wilcoxon rank sum
test on 1000 random shuffles of data.

At this stage of the analysis, we have now classified recorded study epochs at particular recording sites into those
which exhibited the subsequent memory effect and those which did not. The next step is to match each recording
site with the nearest SSLOFO estimation point and to repeat the entire analysis for the estimated activity at each
recording site. Each SSLOFO estimation will be grouped according to whether it displays the subsequent memory
effect or not, and, as each SSLOFO estimation is paired with an actual recording site which did or did not display
the subsequent memory effect, each SSLOFO estimation will be designated “correct” or“incorrect.” Finally, we
will perform permutation and rank sum tests to see whether SME analysis of SSLOFO estimations can identify
locations that exhibit the SME at levels greater than chance. We will perform additional comparisons divided
by spacial region (cortical, mid-level, deep) and frequency band, to evaluate the performance of the SSLOFO
algorithm differentially across these domains.
Conclusions. Critically, this is not an experiment to test whether the SME is detectable by scalp EEG. (Several
papers have demonstrated that this is possible [14, 37, 20, 4, 7].) The goal of this experiment is to evaluate how
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well a source localization algorithm that relies on non-invasive recordings can localize cognitive events-of-interest
in the depths of the brain. If SSLOFO can non-invasively detect cognitive events-of-interest with spatiotemporal
precision at a significant levels above chance, then this empirically demonstrates, with“ground truth” validation,
that it may be possible to make carefully qualified conclusions about fairly precise subcortical locations in the brain
with increased confidence. Importantly, our approach will be validated as a template for testing and improving
other source localization algorithms. In fact, additional algorithms can be tested on this collected data set in
perpetuity.

3.1.5 Discussion, Interpretation of Results, Potential Pitfalls and Alternative Approaches

Figure 3: SSLOFO qualitatively outperforms other algorithms
in the localization of twelve sources. (Adopted from Liu et al.
(2005).)

We may find a strong correlation between estimated
and actual recording site activity, or we may find a
weak correlation or no correlation. That is, if we find
a correlation, it might be too weak to translate into
accurate classification of SME and non-SME epochs.

The first potential pitfall is that the depth electrode
recording sites sample too small of an area to correlate
with the larger population estimate of the SSLOFO al-
gorithm. Indeed, intracranial electrodes do not pick up
activity from neurons even a short distance away from
the recording site. Functional and anatomical discon-
tinuities, of course, exist in the brain. If we find no
result or a weak result, this is a possible cause. How-
ever, Pascual-Marqui et al. (1994) reviews the litera-
ture on population firing and makes a strong case that,
more often than not, neurons close together are firing
relatively synchronously. Indeed, the relatively suc-
cessful LORETA algorithm (not to be confused with
sLORETA) is based on this “smoothness” assumption.

The second potential pitfall is that concurrent ac-
tivity or the low signal to noise ratio of scalp EEG
(even with a high-density of electrodes to constrain the
solution) will interfere with the localization algorithm.
When simulating a localization algorithm, usually noise
is modeled along with target sources. The efficacy of
the SSLOFO algorithm was tested in a simulation using
Gaussian white noise added to all simulated measure-
ments. Unfortunately, Gaussian white noise may not
be the best model of interfering brain activity in a well
defined cognitive task. Because the subsequent mem-

ory effect has been detected using scalp EEG electrodes alone, and because depth electrodes sample the brain
volume so sparsely, it’s reasonable to assume that a variety of other evoked and induced processes will be mixing
with the activity sampled by the depth electrodes, and all of this activity will be recorded at the scalp. This is a far
more complicated situation than any simulation (and, incidentally, why testing the efficacy of source localization
algorithms under real-world conditions is so critical). It is possible that activity unanticipated by the simulated
noise will interfere with accurate spatiotemporal resolution.

If we fail to recover significant correlative activity or the subsequent memory effect, it may be possible to find
significant effects by using a different algorithm. SSLOFO is a promising algorithm and is used as an example
of how to evaluate algorithms, in general, under “real world” conditions. But, once the data has been collected,
any non-parametric or distributed field algorithm that can reconstruct continuous waveforms can be used in place
of SSLOFO, and other choices are promising [35, 11, 8]. Lastly, a more sensitive “correlation” measure, such as
mutual information, might still find a significant relationship between estimated and actual activity.
Weak but significant correlation. If we find that we cannot reproduce the subsequent memory effect, but
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a correlation exists between estimated and actual activity, continuing with Aims 2 and 3 is warranted. To be
discussed in Aim 2, MEG, while qualitatively similar to EEG, is sensitive to different activity and has different
properties. Additionally, to be discussed in Aim 3, EEG and MEG recorded together have significant source
localization advantages over either alone.

3.2 Aim 2: Simultaneous Intracranial EEG and MEG

Figure 4: SSLOFO can reconstruct continuous voltage wave-
forms. In simulation, Source 1 and Source 2 are 21 mm apart.
Source 3 is located 42 and 34 mm, respectively, from Source 1
and 2. Sources 2 and 3 are 100% correlated in time. (Adopted
from Liu et al. (2005)..)

This Aim repeats Aim 1, using MEG in place of scalp
EEG. In this Aim, we will simultaneously record in-
tracranial EEG and MEG during a free recall be-
havioral task. We will analyze the intracranial EEG
recording for evidence of the subsequent memory ef-
fect (SME). The subsequent memory effect is used here
to identify cognitive “events of interest,” to focus our
analysis and to evaluate the use of source localization
in a research setting. The MEG recording is used as in-
put to the SSLOFO source localization algorithm. The
output of the algorithm will be evaluated against the
intracranial EEG measurements, with particular atten-
tion to epochs and recording sites demonstrating the
subsequent memory effect. In this and the next Aim,
we will compare the performance of SSLOFO with per-
formance in previous Aims.

3.2.1 Hypothesis

We expect there will be a significant correlation be-
tween SSLOFO estimates and actual recording site ac-
tivity as measured by the depth electrodes. Further, we
expect that an SME analysis of SSLOFO estimates at
at least a portion of recording sites will correctly clas-
sify epochs into “SME-epochs” and “non-SME-epochs”
at significance levels above chance. We expect that
source localization will be best closest to the scalp
(i.e., cortex) because the signal-to-noise ratio of deeper
sources will be too small for consistent accurate detection. Additionally, we expect that, closer to the scalp, MEG
source localization will be more accurate than for EEG. (Further hypotheses regarding scalp EEG and MEG, as
compared to recording scalp EEG and MEG together, will be discussed in the next Aim.)

3.2.2 Rationale

Previous work and Simultaneous Recording. Previous qualitative or low subject number studies with epilep-
tic patients demonstrate the efficacy of simultaneous intracranial EEG and MEG recording and suggest correlation
between these two modalities [17, 5, 27].
Applying SSLOFO to Neuromagnetic Data. SSLOFO has not been tested before with MEG or MEG-like
data. However, a number of related methods are used with both EEG and MEG recordings [9, 38, 31, 30]. Methods
developed specifically with MEG in mind, such as Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS), Synthetic
Aperture Magnetometry (SAM), and beamforming approaches, typically are focused on the cortex or require
additional processing to effectively distinguish sources that are correlated in time [42, 12, 41, 3]. Using SSLOFO
allows us to apply an algorithm appropriate for both EEG and MEG data to compare its performance on the same
task.
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3.2.3 Experimental Approach, Results, and Interpretation.

The behavioral experiment of Aim 1 is repeated, with the exception that scalp EEG is replaced with MEG
recording. Data analysis is also the same, with MEG data now being the input to the SSLOFO algorithm.
Essentially all concerns and caveats equally apply from Aim 1. (Please see Aim 1 for a detailed discussion.)
Differences Between EEG and MEG. MEG recording, while qualitatively similar to EEG, especially near
the cortex, is sensitive to a very different signal. MEG is only sensitive to the non-radial component of neural
current flow, whereas EEG is not subject to this limitation. Since the greatest amount of current flow in the
brain is thought to be produced by radially aligned pyramidal neurons, this limits the amount of activity to which
MEG can be sensitive compared to EEG. Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio of MEG is lower than that of
EEG, biasing MEG signal detection towards the cortex. There is one advantage of MEG, though, that makes
it significantly better at source localization than EEG. Magnetic fields are not distorted by the brain, skull, and
scalp. This improves spatial resolution and, all things being equal, reportedly makes MEG more effective than
EEG at non-invasive source localization.

We expect increased fidelity in source localization closer to the cortex because of the reduced spatial distortion
of magnetic fields. However, because of 1) the reduced number of MEG recording sites as compared to high-
density EEG electrodes and 2) MEG’s insensitivity to radial sources, there is a chance that SSLOFO will fail to
appropriately reconstruct the waveforms near all depth electrode recording sites, especially deeper ones. Success
and failure are both important results, as MEG is advertised as being more effective at source localization than
EEG. If both scalp EEG and MEG have had success at this juncture, we will see whether their performance is
significantly different. If there has been a weak but significant correlation, at minimum, in Aim 1 or Aim 2, Aim
3 will provide valuable complementary information.

3.3 Aim 3: Simultaneous Intracranial EEG, Scalp EEG, MEG

This Aim repeats Aim 1, using scalp EEG and MEG in place of only scalp EEG. In this Aim, we will simultaneously
record intracranial EEG, scalp EEG, and MEG during a free recall behavioral task. We will analyze the intracranial
EEG recording for evidence of the subsequent memory effect (SME). The subsequent memory effect is used here
to identify cognitive “events of interest,” to focus our analysis and to evaluate the use of source localization in a
research setting. We will optimally combine scalp EEG and MEG data to utilize the strengths of both types of
recording. This scalp EEG/MEG fusion data is used as input to the SSLOFO source localization algorithm. The
output of the algorithm will be evaluated against the intracranial EEG measurements, with particular attention
to epochs and recording sites demonstrating the subsequent memory effect. In this Aim, we will compare the
performance of SSLOFO with performance in previous Aims.

3.3.1 Hypothesis

We expect there will be a significant correlation between SSLOFO estimates and actual recording site activity as
measured by the depth electrodes. Further, we expect that an SME analysis of SSLOFO estimates at at least a
portion of recording sites will correctly classify epochs into “SME-epochs” and “non-SME-epochs” at significance
levels above chance. We expect that scalp EEG/MEG fusion will be more effective, especially for deep sources,
than either scalp EEG or MEG alone for reconstructing neural activity at intracranial EEG recording sites.

3.3.2 Rationale

Previous work and Simultaneous Recording. The author is aware of no studies that combine simultaneous
recording of intracranial EEG, scalp EEG, and MEG. As indicated above, studies involving simultaneous recording
of intracranial EEG and scalp EEG and, separately, intracranial EEG and MEG are available in the literature.
Additionally, examples of simultaneous scalp EEG and MEG recording is available in the literature. As such, while
relatively more technically difficult and costly, simultaneous intracranial EEG, scalp EEG, and MEG recording is
tractable and important.
Combining Scalp EEG and MEG Measurements. Theoretical papers, computer simulations, and a com-
parative study indicate that combining scalp EEG and MEG measurements produces superior source localization
[15, 1, 28, 16]. Therefore, it is important to evaluate this potential benefit using intracranial electrodes as “ground
truth.”
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3.3.3 Experimental Approach

The behavioral experiment of Aim 1 is repeated, with the exception that scalp EEG is replaced with simultaneous
scalp EEG and MEG recording. Data analysis is also the same, with scalp EEG/MEG fusion data now being the
input to the SSLOFO algorithm. Essentially all concerns and caveats equally apply from Aim 1. (Please see Aim
1 for a detailed discussion.)

3.3.4 Data Analysis and Interpretation

Baillet et al. (1999) uses a mathematical method to synergistically combine scalp EEG and MEG signals for
source localization. This joint processing method minimizes the mutual information between the two recordings
to create a single fusion gain matrix. First, both modalities are linearly interpolated to create a one-to-one match
of recording sites. Second, the conditional entropy is calculated both ways between each one-to-one pairing,
i.e. H(Ei|Mi) and H(Mi|Ei) [1]. The gain of the modality with the largest conditional entropy is maximized
(normalized) to one. Next, all recordings sites are taken into consideration, and the gain of the modality with the
lowest conditional entropy is calculated to minimize the mutual information between the two separate modality
gain matrices, which are finally combined.

From this point forward, data analysis is the same as in Aim 1 and Aim 2, with the mathematically combined
scalp EEG and MEG data now being the input to the SSLOFO algorithm. Essentially all concerns and caveats
equally apply from Aim 1. As cited above, we expect that scalp EEG/MEG fusion will be more effective, especially
for deep sources, than either scalp EEG or MEG alone for reconstructing neural activity at intracranial EEG
recording sites. We expect increased fidelity and a statistically greater number of correct classifications, as we are
combining the reduced distortion of MEG with additional radial information. Importantly, when the most precise
source localization is required, the results of this Aim will determine whether simultaneous recording of EEG and
MEG are warranted.

Overall Summary and Significance

Depth electrode implantation in drug-refractory epileptic patients provides a unique opportunity. Insulated, non-
ferromagnetic depth electrodes can be used to take spatiotemporally precise measurements deep in the brain
while simultaneously recording EEG or MEG signals at the scalp. Despite the expense and technical difficulty of
multiple simultaneous recordings, depth electrode recordings are the only “ground truth” measurement with which
to empirically evaluate the efficacy of non-invasive source localization algorithms under realistic conditions. The
research described here will help to qualify under what conditions non-invasive source localization algorithms are
appropriate, potentially leading to 1) more accurate conclusions in research on healthy subjects and 2) improved
patient outcomes due to enhanced imaging.
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